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Contractors who see 40% of the originally estimated project costs are expended or committed often believe 40% of the work is done. Case in point: I was engaged by a frustrated large construction ...
Viewpoint: An Easy Way Contractors Can Stop Project Profits From Shrinking
It includes about $1 trillion to fund what ENR views as traditional infrastructure programs. Biden’s plan has won praise from construction ... planning and cost allocation, has not worked ...
Biden's Next 100 Days: Major Impacts Expected for the Construction Industry
In the past few years, there’s been a welcome surge of efforts—many industry-led—to bring more women into construction careers. The energy is reminiscent of the late 1970s, when government ...
Viewpoint: Imagine What's Possible in Construction Sector Diversity—and Do It!
With a possible rise in federal infrastructure spending on the horizon, many in the contracting and consulting community are gearing up for a new surge in public construction. But new data ...
The New, Secure World of Federal Projects
However, school districts still have unmet IAQ needs and face numerous challenges related to costs and ... Post, ENR's editor-at-large for the design and construction of buildings, is an award ...
Cost, Conflicting Advice Hamper COVID-19 IAQ Upgrades in Schools, Says Center for Green Schools
is launching a six-year, $11.5-billion expansion program that involves at least $1.9 billion in new construction and renovation projects. Part of a plan approved in March, the program represents ...
St. Jude Hospital Expansion to Require $1.9B in Construction Contracts
Cintra also claimed that the Transurban/Macquarie bid was based on unreasonably low assumptions for construction costs, and that, absent a lead contractor, the team would be unable “to identify ...
Ferroviial Md. P3 Bid Protest Falls Short; Appeal Is Pending
half of the projects won't proceed to construction "in the near term." It calls on the Federal Energy Regulatory Agency (FERC) to use its authority to "break translmission planning and cost ...
Power Grid Upgrade Technology Gets $8.25B Federal Boost
The agreement enables the Corps to begin construction on its portion of the cost-shared $3.4-billion EAA Reservoir project. The South Florida Water Management District is responsible for the 6,500 ...
State Pact Allows Corps to Move Ahead On $3.4B Everglades Reservoir Project
As ENR Editor-at-Large for Management, Business and Workforce, Debra K. Rubin has a broad vantage for news, issues and trends in global engineering, architecture and construction—from corporate ...
Women Leaders See Major Environmental, Social Governance Momentum
COVID-19 continues to hamper Skanska AB’s construction operations in the ... and we have the right team in place and we have a good history and track record on similar projects in order to ...
Skanska Says COVID-19 Postponements Continue to Slow New Contract Awards
One observer gave the high court’s decision 70% odds in PennEast’s favor, noting that Justice Stephen Breyer said there is decades-long history of ... spokeswoman told ENR that PennEast ...
High Court Reveals Little in Anticipated Pipeline Route Dispute Decision
A 61-year-old Skanska construction worker was fatally struck by a subcontractor dump truck at the Pensacola Bay Bridge project in Florida on April 28. The victim was identified as Pensacola ...
Skanska Worker Dies in Struck-By Incident at Pensacola Bay Bridge
“If we don’t, the cost ... is editor of ENR WorkforceToday e-newsletter on industry talent management; She also is a key organizer of ENR's annual Groundbreaking Women in Construction ...
AECOM CEO Unveils Expanded Push on Carbon Emissions Cuts, Diversity Targets
"We, sadly, had to back off our (employee vaccination) mandate because OSHA did something I don't understand at all," said Bob Clark, founder and executive chairman of Clayco in a recent ENR ...
OSHA Says Employers Who Require COVID-19 Vaccine Are Liable for Adverse Reactions as Recordable Incidents
Beginning May 19, swimming will be the quickest way to go from the tenth floor of a new residential building in London to its neighbor. An acrylic skypool, with transparent sides and a floor, now ...
London Swimming Pool Doubles as 'Skybridge'
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"We, sadly, had to back off our (employee vaccination) mandate because OSHA did something I don't understand at all," said Bob Clark, founder and executive chairman of Clayco in a recent ENR ...
OSHA Imposes New Rule For Employer-Required COVID-19 Vaccines
A 61-year-old Skanska construction worker was fatally struck by a subcontractor’s dump truck at the Pensacola Bay Bridge project on Wednesday, April 28. The victim was identified as Pensacola ...
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